If you don't bring the right tool, good luck getting the job done!

Read each set of tools and see if you can figure out what type of worker needs them for their job.
Tools of the Trade

1) Saw, Hammer
2) Badge, Handcuffs
3) Stethoscope, Chart
4) Knife, Pan
5) Bat, Glove
6) Pipe Wrench, Plunger
7) Sewing Machine, Scissors
8) Tractor, Plow
9) Rachet, Oil Pan
10) Lawnmower, Shovel
11) Webcam, Video Editor
12) Paint, Easel
13) Hose, Axe
14) Drill, Mirror
15) Leash, Baggies
16) Cement Mixer, Trowel
17) Torch, Helmet
18) Lasso, Saddle
19) Skates, Stick
20) Claycutter, Wheel
Tools of the Trade

Answers

Some tools are used by different jobs. Did you come up with a different answer?

1) Carpenter
2) Police Officer
3) Doctor
4) Chef
5) Baseball Player
6) Plunger
7) Seamstress/Tailor
8) Farmer
9) Mechanic
10) Landscaper
11) Youtuber
12) Artist
13) Fire Fighter
14) Dentist
15) Dog Walker
16) Mason
17) Welder
18) Rancher
19) Hockey Player
20) Potter